
Chalcedony Gemstone Necklace, Bracelet, and Earring Set
Project S701
Julie Bean

Create a gorgeous gemstone chain jewelry set comprised of a necklace, earring set, and bracelet featuring gemstone chain

and sterling silver chain and findings. Very quick and easy to make and absolutely lovey!

What You'll Need

Green Chalcedony Gemstone Drops Sterling Silver Wire Wrapped Chain 3.5mm Rondelles

SKU: CHX-1033

Project uses 19 inches

Silver Filled Open Jump Rings 3mm 22 Gauge (20)

SKU: FJR-8010

Project uses 4 pieces

Round Magnetic Clasp, 10x4.5mmm, 1 Set, Sterling Silver

SKU: FCL-01137

Project uses 1 piece

Sterling Silver Bass Clef Ear Wire 21mm Long 20 Gauge Thick (4 Pieces)

SKU: FEA-1220

Project uses 1 pair

Sterling Silver Finished Rolo Chain Necklace 1.3mm Links (18 Inches)

SKU: AXC-0018

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5512] Beadsmith

Jeweller's Micro Pliers Bentnose Bent Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers -

Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions
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Tip: When creating sets like this, always create the bracelet first so that it fits properly on your wrist. It is not a big deal if your necklace or earrings end up a

little shorter but it is a big deal if your bracelet does not fit. 

1. To make a 7.25 inch bracelet, begin by cutting 7 inches of gemstone chain. Open a jump ring and link it to the end chain link of the gemstone chain as
well as the loop on one half of the magnetic clasp. Close the jump ring. Repeat this process on the other side of the bracelet. 

2. For the earrings cut 2 lengths of gemstone chain, just about 2 inches long each (see where it makes sense to cut the chain). Open the loop at the base
of your earring hook and attach it to the end loop on one side of your cut gemstone chain. Close the earring hook loop back up. Repeat with your other
earring hook and other cut piece of gemstone chain. 

3. For the necklace, find the midway point of your premade chain - cut the middle link so you now have two equal chain lengths with the clasp between
them. Onto each end chain link, open and connect a jump ring as well as the end chain links of your remaining gemstone chain. Make sure to close the
jump rings. 

4. All done with the entire set!
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